Graduate Assistant Coach – Women’s Flag National Programme

Organisation: British American Football Association (BAFA)
Purpose of position: To be a GA Coach for Women’s Flag National Programme
Responsible to: Head Coach of Women’s National Programme
Responsible for: Learning and developing personal coaching at the National Programme
Length of term: The position is not a fixed term position, but the person in the role will be subject to regular reviews
Position type: Voluntary
Commitment: Variable

Building on the success of the GB Women’s silver medal at the 2019 European Championships, the coaching team is looking for an Intern Coach to join them for the 2020/2021 campaign. This opportunity has been created with the intention of developing the coaching population within GB to build a solid foundation for the future of British flag football coaching.

What will this role offer you?

- Opportunity to be involved in the coaching of the Women’s top flight flag football team
- Work closely with Coach Whittingslow and the management and coaching team
- Develop your understanding of both offensive and defensive schemes and strategies in flag football
- Develop your understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of different schemes and strategies

What are the expectations?

- To be open minded and willing to learn
- Attend all training camps during the World Championship campaign
- Involvement in the day to day positional coaching for both the gold and silver squad.
- Understanding of both the offensive and defensive play books
- Actively contribute to coaching discussions and decision-making process
- Be heavily involved with the Silver Lion’s end of season tournament (possible Autumn 2021)
- Applicants should have or be willing to undertake a DBS check.

Applications
Candidates should apply to the National Programme email (national.programme@britishamericanfootball.org) enclosing a cover letter explaining how they meet the personal specification details, along with a CV no later than 31 August 2020.